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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION 

____________ 

MNEMONICS AND DESIGNATIONS OF SYMBOLS FOR MEASURING 
RELAYS, INSTRUMENTS AND RELATED DEVICE 

 
 

FOREWORD 

1) The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is a worldwide organisation for standardization comprising 
all national electrotechnical committees (IEC National Committees). The object of IEC is to promote international 
co-operation on all questions concerning standardization in the electrical and electronic fields. To this end and in 
addition to other activities, IEC publishes International Standards, Technical Specifications, Technical Reports, 
Publicly Available Specifications (PAS) and Guides (hereafter referred to as “IEC Publication(s)”). Their 
preparation is entrusted to technical committees; any IEC National Committee interested in the subject dealt with 
may participate in this preparatory work. International, governmental and non-governmental organisations 
liaising with the IEC also participate in this preparation. IEC collaborates closely with the International 
Organisation for Standardization (ISO) in accordance with conditions determined by agreement between the two 
organisations. 

2) The formal decisions or agreements of IEC on technical matters express, as nearly as possible, an international 
consensus of opinion on the relevant subjects since each technical committee has representation from all 
interested IEC National Committees.  

3) IEC Publications have the form of recommendations for international use and are accepted by IEC National 
Committees in that sense. While all reasonable efforts are made to ensure that the technical content of IEC 
Publications is accurate, IEC cannot be held responsible for the way in which they are used or for any 
misinterpretation by any end user. 

4) In order to promote international uniformity, IEC National Committees undertake to apply IEC Publications 
transparently to the maximum extent possible in their national and regional publications. Any divergence between 
any IEC Publication and the corresponding national or regional publication shall be clearly indicated in the latter. 

5) IEC provides no marking procedure to indicate its approval and cannot be rendered responsible for any 
equipment declared to be in conformity with an IEC Publication. 

6) All users should ensure that they have the latest edition of this publication. 

7) No liability shall attach to IEC or its directors, employees, servants or agents including individual experts and 
members of its technical committees and IEC National Committees for any personal injury, property damage or 
other damage of any nature whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, or for costs (including legal fees) and 
expenses arising out of the publication, use of, or reliance upon, this IEC Publication or any other IEC 
Publications.  

8) Attention is drawn to the Normative references cited in this publication. Use of the referenced publications is 
indispensable for the correct application of this publication. 

9) Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this IEC Publication may be the subject of patent 
rights. IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. 

The main task of IEC technical committees is to prepare International Standards. However, a 
technical committee may propose the publication of a technical report when it has collected 
data of a different kind from that which is normally published as an International Standard, for 
example “state of the art”. 

IEC 6XXXX, which is a technical report, was prepared by IEC technical committee 3: 
Information structures, documentation and graphical symbols. 

The text of this technical report is based on the following documents: 

Enquiry draft Report on voting 

3/XXX/DTR 3/XXX/RVC 

 
Full information on the voting for the approval of this technical report can be found in the report 
on voting indicated in the above table. 

 

This publication has been drafted in accordance with the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2. 
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The committee has decided that the contents of this publication will remain unchanged until the 
maintenance result date indicated on the IEC web site under "http://webstore.iec.ch" in the data 
related to the specific publication. At this date, the publication will be  

• reconfirmed, 
• withdrawn, 
• replaced by a revised edition, or 
• amended. 
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MNEMONICS AND DESIGNATIONS OF SYMBOLS FOR MEASURING 
RELAYS, INSTRUMENTS AND RELATED DEVICE 

 

1 Scope 

This Technical Report gives recommendations, mainly to designers, manufacturers and 
engineers of systems used for the monitoring, protection, switching, and controlling of 
apparatus in electrical substations, generating stations, power utilization and conversion 
facilities, and equipment designed for automatic protection of power systems, in order to arrive 
at symbols for their devices with a consistent use of mnemonics, designations and qualifying 
symbols. 

For symbols of measuring relay and measuring instrument, it is intended to serve two purposes, 
namely: 

⎯ It gives a review of standardized designations; 

⎯ It is intended to limit the range of possible variations. 
Measuring relay symbols are symbols in which the functional behaviour of an element, mostly 
because of its complexity, is (partly) described by qualifying symbols IEC 60617-S00328 … 
S00337, particularly by referring to supporting documentation; the relevant rules and 
explanations are to be found in IEC 60617 in the application notes associated with the symbols 
IEC 60617-S00327 (A00091 … A00094). 

 
Figure 1 – The general symbol for a measuring relay in IEC 60617 DB 

Indicating, recording or integrating instrument symbols are symbols in which the functional 
behaviour of an element is fully described by standardized means; the relevant rules and 
explanations are to be found in IEC 60617 in the application notes associated with the symbols 
IEC 60617-S00910 … S00912 (A00144 … A00147). 

 
Figure 2 – The general symbols for a measuring instrument in IEC 60617 

2 Normative references 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For 
dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of 
the referenced document (including any amendments) applies. 

IEC 60617, Graphical symbols for diagrams 

ISO 81714-1:1999, Design of graphical symbols for use in the technical documentation of 
products – Part1: Basic rules 

S00910 

Indicating instrument 

S00911

Recording instrument

S00912 

Integrating instrument 

S00327
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3 Measuring relay symbols 

Power systems are extremely complicated electrical networks that are geographically spread 
over very large areas. The power systems are so complex that a complete conventional 
diagram showing all the connections is impractical. There is some concise way of 
communicating the basic arrangement of power system components. This is done by using 
diagrams with universally accepted symbols in the IEC 60617. 

When measuring relays symbol is required, pick the general symbol IEC 60617-S00327 (see 
Figure 1), and then combine it with one or more appropriate supplementary symbol. 

Some devices, especially newer devices, may not have universally accepted symbols. These 
devices could be represented in a number of ways, usually a matter of personal choice. In such 
instances, the symbol is usually accompanied by a verbal description. 
When an appropriate symbol does not exist, either the general symbol IEC 60617-S00327 
shouldl be applied, or a symbol may be constructed following the rules of IEC 60617 and ISO 
81714-1. 

4 Measuring instrument 

When measuring instruments symbols is required, pick the general symbols from among IEC 
60617-S00910, -S00911 and -S00912 according to the function, that is, Indicating, recording 
and integrating (see Figure 1). Then the asterisk within the symbol is replaced with the letter 
symbol or the graphical symbol. 

The replacing symbol is related to the information displayed by the instrument regardless of the 
means used to obtain the information. 

5 Mnemonics and designations for measuring relays and instruments 

Where in the following tables the letter M is shown in the second column, this means that the 
designation concerned may be used in measuring relay symbols. A letter I in the second 
column means that the designation concerned may be in indicating instrument symbols. A letter 
R in the second column means that the designation concerned may be in recording instrument 
symbols. A letter G in the second column means that the designation concerned may be in 
integrating instrument symbols. In these tables, the English descriptions appear in the third 
column, because in many cases designations are derived from terms in English. 
 
 
MNEMONICS M/I/R/G  DESCRIPTIONS  
DESIGNATON 
 
※  /  ※ 1 M – Actuating when the abolute value of the quotient of two 

      kinds of characteristic quantity deviates from 1 

φ  M – Phase comparison relay 

φB M – phase balance relay 

φSℓ  M – phase selection relay 

 

2E M – Two element relay for overload and open-phase relay 

3E M – Three element relay for overload, open-phase and 
                           phase-sequence reversal relay 

 

ALT M – Alternating relay 

～～
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ArFℓ M – Air Flow relay 

ARE M – Automatic Restoration Equipment 

AVR M – Automatic Voltage Regulator 

Ax M – Auxiliary relay 

 

B M – Blocking relay 

BC M – Band Current relay 

BH M – Buchholtz’s relay 

BP M – Bus Protection relay, Bus Protective relay 

 

C M – Current relay 

CB M – Current Balance relay 

CL M – Current-Limiting relay 

Con M – Control relay 

Cr M – Carrier pilot relay 

CrRe M – Carrier pilot Received relay 

CrD M – Carrier pilot relay with Directional 

Crφ M – Carrier pilot relay with Phase(φ) comparison 

CrTT M – Carrier pilot relay with Transfer Trip 

CZ M – Continuous curve distance-time relay 

 

D M – Directional relay 

Df M – Differential relay 

DCG M – Direct Current Ground relay 

DCUV M – Direct Current Under Voltage relay 

DfG M – Differential ground relay, Earth-fault differential relay 

DG M – Ground Directional relay, Earth-fault directional relay 

DGZ M – Directional distance ground relay, 
 Earth-fault directional distance relay 

DI M – System separation relay, Disinterconnecting relay 

DOC M – Directional-overcurrent relay 

DS M – Short-circuit Directional relay 

DZ M – Directional Distance relay 
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EL M – Earth Leakage relay 

 

F M – Frequency relay 

FA M – Field accelerating relay 

Fc M – Flicker relay 

FG M – Grounding-of-field relay, 
                           Grounding-of-excitagion relay 

FI M/I – Fault Inditator 

Fℓ M – Flow relay 

 

G M – Ground relay, Earth fault relay 

 

InS M – Intern Short circuit relay 

 

K M – Keep relay, Electric reset auxiliary relay 

L M – Lockout relay 

LF M – Loss-of-field relay, Loss-of-excitagion relay 

 

M M – Microwave relay 

MD M – Microwave relay with Directional comparison 

Mφ M – Microwave relay with phase(φ) comparison 

MTT M – Microwave relay with Transfer Trip 

MgC M – electroMagnetic Control relay 

 

OC M – Over Current relay 

OCG M – Ground Over Current relay, Earth-fault overcurrent relay 

OCV M – Overcurrent relay with voltage restraint 

Of M – Over frequency relay 

OL M – Over Load relay 

OM M – Offset Mho relay 

OP M – Open Phase relay 

OS M – Over Speed relay 
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OSS M – Over-speed switch 

OV M – OverVoltage relay 

OVG M – Ground OverVoltage relay, Earth-fault overvoltage relay 

 

P M – Power relay 

PCM M – Pulse Code Modulation relay 

Pℓ M – Polarity relay 

Po M – Position relay 

Pr M – Pressure relay 

Pw M – Pilot Wire relay 

PwD M – Pilot Wire relay with Directional 

PwDf M – Pilot Wire relay with Differential type 

PwMo M – Pilot Wire Monitoring relay 

PwTT M – Pilot Wire relay with Transfer Trip 

 

Q M – reactive power relay 

R M – Receiver relay 

RφC  M – Reverse-phase sequence Current relay,  
Negative-phase sequence Current relay 

RφV  M – Reverse-phase sequence Voltage relay,  
Negative-phase sequence Voltage relay 

RC M – Reverse current relay 

Rec M – Reclosing relay 

RDf M – Ratio(Percentage) Differential relay, Biased relay 

RP M – Reverse Power relay 

RPH M – Phase-sequence reversal relay 

PRO M – PROtector relay 

 

S M – Short circuit relay 

SG M – Ground selector relay, Earth-fault selector relay 

SO M – Step-out relay, Out-of-step relay 

SOG M – Selective Over voltage Ground relay 

SP M – Sudden-Pressure relay 

SS M – Short-circuit selector relay 
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ST M – Starting relay 

Sy M – Synchronizing relay, Syncronism-check relay 

 

T M – Temperature relay 

TD M – Time-delay relay, Delayed relay 

TF M – Trip-free relay, Release-free relay 

Th M – Thermal relay 

TIS M – Tap Incomplete Sequence relay 

TL M – Time-lag relay, Timing relay 

TOS M – Tap Out of Step condition relay 

TT M – Transfer Trip relay 

 

U / U 1 M – voltage balance relay  

UC M – Undercurrent relay 

Uf M – Under frequency relay 

UP M – Under Power relay 

UV M – UnderVoltage relay 

UVC M – UnderVoltage relay with current compensation 

 

V M – Voltage relay 

v M – Velocity relay 

VB M – Voltage Balance relay 

VC M – Vacuum relay 

VDf M – Voltage Differential relay 

 

WL M – Water Level relay 

 
Z M – Distance relay, Impedance relay 

 
 

θ I – Thermo meter 

φ I – Phase meter, Phase-angle meter 

Ω I – Resistance meter, ohm meter 

λ I – Waveform meter 

～～
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A I/R – Ammeter 

A0 I – zero-phase Ampere meter 

C I – Counter 

CD I – Current Detector 

CO I – pulse COunter 

CONV I – CONVerter 

cosφ I – Power-factor meter 

D I – Detector, Sensor 

DfV I – Differential voltmeter 

Dy I – Dynamometer 

Fℓ  I/G – Flow meter 

GD I – Grounding Detector 

h I/G – Hour meter 

HLV I – High low voltmeter 

Hz I – Frequency meter 

L I – Liquid level indicator 

MA I – Maximum Ampere meter 

MA0 I – Maximum zero-phase Ampere meter 

MCO I – Magnetic COunter 

MDA I – Maximu-demand ammeter 

MDW I – Maximum-demand wattmeter 

MLT I – Multiplier 

MV I – Maximum(Minimum) Voltmeter 

MV0 I – Maximum zero-phase Voltmeter 

n I – Tachometer 

NaCℓ I – salt meter, salinitymeter 

OL I – Oil Level Indicator, Oil Level meter, Oil gauge 

OSC I – OSCilloscope 

PI I – Position Indicator 

PG I – Pressure Gauge 

PS I – Phase-sequence indicator 

RTD I – Resistance temperature detector 

RTh I – Resistance thermometer 
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SC I – Search coil, Exploring coil 

Sh I – Shunt 

SI I – fault Selection Indicator 

sinφ I – Reactive-factor meter 

SSG I – Speed Signal Generator 

Sy I – Synchronoscope, Synchronism indicator 

TD I – Transducer 

Th I – Thermo meter 

THC I – Thermocouple 

TTh I – Thermocouple thermometer 

TW I/R – Totalizing Wattmeter 

V I/R – Voltmeter 

V0 I – zero-phase Voltmeter 

v I – Speed meter 

var I/R – Varmeter 

varh I/G – Var-hour meter 

VD I – Voltage Detector 

VG I – Vacuum Gauge 

W I/R – Watt meter 

Wh I/G – Watt-hour meter 

WL I – Water Level Indicator, Water Level meter 

 

Tm I – Transmitter 

AT I – Ampere Transmitter (Tele-meter)  

VT I – Voltage Transmitter (Tele-meter) 

WT I – Watt Transmitter (Tele-meter) 

VarT I – Var Transmitter (Tele-meter) 

Re I – Receiver 

 

Ah G – Integrating Amperehour meter 

Wh G – Watthour meter 

WhPmax G – Watthour meter with maximum demand meter 

WhPmaxR G – Watthour meter with maximum demand recorder 
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PtWh  G – Watthour meter with printing device 
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